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CSC487/2503H1 F Final Examination Deember 2005Question 1. [14 marks℄Give a short answer for eah of the following questions.Part (a) [2 marks℄What is a homography between two images?
Part (b) [2 marks℄Explain how the F matrix determines an epipolar line.
Part () [2 marks℄What is the motion �eld, and how does it relate to optial ow?
Part (d) [2 marks℄Give a summary of how to ompute a Laplaian pyramid.
Part (e) [2 marks℄Why is it important that images are not undersampled if you wish to auratelytrak the images of objets?
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CSC487/2503H1 F Final Examination Deember 2005Question 2. [10 marks℄Consider estimating the translational omponent of optial ow given two images I(~x; t) and I(~x; t+1). Youan assume that these images have been ropped so that we only need to estimate a onstant displaementbetween these pathes.Part (a) [2 marks℄What is the brightness onstany onstraint?
Part (b) [2 marks℄Given an initial guess ~u0 for the displaement, so I(~x+~u0; t+1) � I(~x; t), what are the linearized brightnessonstany onstraints that an be used to update the displaement? Derive a linear system of equationsfor the update, say ~v.
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CSC487/2503H1 F Final Examination Deember 2005Part () [2 marks℄How an a robust estimator �(e) be applied to the linearized brightness onstany onstraints? In parti-ular, write out the objetive funtion to be minimized by the displaement update ~v.
Part (d) [2 marks℄Derive an iteratively reweighted least squares algorithm for minimizing your objetive funtion in part ()above.
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CSC487/2503H1 F Final Examination Deember 2005Question 3. [10 marks℄Consider traking a given pigeon in an image sequene, where several frames of the sequene are givenbelow.
We are interested trying a simple form of traking, whih you think has a hane of performing reasonablywell (but is not neessarily optimal).Part (a) [2 marks℄What state spae would you use, and why?

Part (b) [2 marks℄What would you use to model the dynamis. Explain.

Part () [2 marks℄What would you use for the likelihood funtion, and why?Question ontinued on next page.Student #: Page 5 of 12 ont'd: : :



CSC487/2503H1 F Final Examination Deember 2005Part (d) [2 marks℄How would you maintain an estimate for the state parameters, along with their unertainties? Explain.
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CSC487/2503H1 F Final Examination Deember 2005Question 4. [10 marks℄Suppose we wish to use photometri stereo to determine a 3D model of your fae. In order to determinethe light soure diretions we have a sphere or radius R whih is painted with white Lambertian (matte)paint. Moreover, we an approximate the amera projetion as an orthographi projetion, with the enterof the sphere projeting to (x; y) = (0; 0). Assume the enter of the sphere is on the positive z-axis, andthis is imaged from the plane at z = 0. The radius of the image of the sphere is simply R, so the imageof the sphere maps to the disk in the image of radius R entered at the origin.Part (a) [2 marks℄Assume we have a distant light soure, with the light propagating uniformly in the diretion ~L = (L1; L2; L3)Twith L3 > 0. Given an (orthographi) image of the sphere taken with that light soure diretion (and thegeometry desribed above), what loal property of the image brightness ould you use to estimate the lightsoure diretion ~L. Explain how you would estimate ~L from this loal property.
Part (b) [2 marks℄Suppose the image brightness is ontaminated by additive Gaussian image noise, say mean 0 and variane�2, whih is independently distributed noise at eah pixel ~x. Desribe a better way to estimate the lightsoure diretion ~L.
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CSC487/2503H1 F Final Examination Deember 2005Part () [2 marks℄Given the light soure diretions (determined above), suppose you wish to image your fae by plaing yourhead where the Lambertian sphere was. To model the images obtained using di�erent light soure dire-tions, let ~n(~x) denote the surfae normal at the point imaged to pixel ~x. Desribe in detail a mathematialmodel for the image brightnesses as a funtion of ~n(~x) and one light soure diretion ~L.

Part (d) [2 marks℄How many images with di�erent light soure diretions do you need to use? Desribe some of the souresof diÆulty you might expet in getting an aurate surfae model.
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CSC487/2503H1 F Final Examination Deember 2005Question 5. [10 marks℄Suppose f~xkgKk=1 is a set of image edgel positions. Consider estimating an image line, namely the set ofimage positions whih satify ~nT~x =  for some normal vetor ~n and onstant .Part (a) [2 marks℄Given a guess for ~n and  with jj~njj2 = 1, give a mathematial expression for the perpendiular error froma point ~xk and the line?
Part (b) [2 marks℄Write out the least squares objetive funtion for the best-�tting line to the given data f~xkgKk=1.
Part () [2 marks℄Explain how to solve for the best �tting line aording to this least squares ondition.
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CSC487/2503H1 F Final Examination Deember 2005Part (d) [2 marks℄How an a robust estimator �(e) be applied to the perpendiular error? In partiular, write out theobjetive funtion to be minimized by the line parameters ~n and .
Part (e) [2 marks℄Explain how RANSAC ould be used to obtain a good initial guess for the line parameters ~n and .
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CSC487/2503H1 F Final Examination Deember 2005Question 6. [10 marks℄Suppose (tk; yk) are the y (vertial) omponents of the image of a bouning ball. Assume orthographiprojetion. Between bounes we expet the observations to satisfy:vk = yk � yk�1; and vk+1 � vk = �+ nk+1; (1)where nk is independently sampled Gaussian noise, with mean 0 and variane �2. Here  is a knownonstant whih desribes the gravitational aeleration. Assume the bounes are instantaneous.Part (a) [2 marks℄Suppose we wish to use a graph-based segmentation method to determine the time intervals (tk; tk+1) duringwhih the ball bounes. To do this, onsider a single hain of nodes with values vk, for k = 1; 2; : : : ;K. Theonly edges in this graph are between suessive nodes. The aÆnity between vk+1 and vk should be highwhen the hange in veloities is onsistent with gravitational aeleration (see above). What is a suitableaÆnity funtion?
Part (b) [2 marks℄Formulate the Nut objetive funtion for this problem.
Part () [2 marks℄Suppose we wish to �nd the best partitioning of the graph into two parts, aording to the Nut objetivefuntion. Sine the graph is only one dimensional we an a�ord to try every possible ut. Speify thealgorithm.
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CSC487/2503H1 F Final Examination Deember 2005For srath work.
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